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Topic Stakeholder Comment MaineDOT Response

Construction

So, I hurd the details from your logic and as a General
Contractor...being honest...you are out of your league. There is
alot of criminal activity in funding projects in the state of
Maine. As a Contractor everything has to be logical and
honest. And I don't have a 35 dollar lic. Maine has a big
problem with con artists that manipulate construction and the
cost. Wake-up

No response requested.

Construction
Instead of obtaining personal info(again con artists
maneuvers), tell the truth!!! It's easier

No response requested.

Construction, Street
Closure

Primary concern is the closure of High St. If the project is to
extend into the Fall of 2022 this will greatly effect the school
bus transportation in the MSAD11 school district.

No response requested.

Street Closure

Will the water level be effected? I would like to first thank you for participating in the virtual public
meeting process for the West Gardiner, Gosline Bridge project. It is
very helpful to MaineDOT to get as much feedback as possible for all of
our projects. Through our hydraulic analysis of Cold Stream, we will be
looking to install a designed structure that is wider, but shorter than
the existing structure. This will provide a hydraulic opening that is
overall larger than the existing structure, which will provide better
control of higher water flows that occur through the area during spring
runoff and other similar events. As such, we want to make sure that
normal flows are not reduced to nothing through the structure, so we
will be setting the elevation of the bottom of the new structure such
that some ponding in the structure occurs in an effort to maintain
water levels through the structure during the low water months. This
should result in a couple feet of water in the structure at a minimum at
all times in the final condition.
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